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This invention relates to the manufacture 
of paper, more particularly to the manufac 
ture of paper ?lled with alkaline ?ller. 

, The principal object of my invention is 
' 5 to provide a method for paper manufacture 

whereby furnishes containing alkaline ?ller 
may be run on the paper machine substan 
tially free from soft lumps. _ - 
An important ob'ect of my invention is 

10 to provide av method whereby both alkaline 
?ller and casein may be used in the same 
furnish substantially without difficulty from 
soft lump formation. ' - 

A further. object is to provide a method 
.15 whereby coated F‘broke” in, which alkaline 

?ller has been used as a coating constituent I 
and casein as an adhesive may be used in a 
beater furnish; - ‘V 

A further object of my‘ invention is to 
0. produce paper containing casein‘ and alka- " 
line ?ller in the furnish, which is‘ substan 
tially free from lumps and lump spots. 

Other objects and advantages of my in 
'vention will become apparent during the 
course of the following description. / 

‘ In the manufacture of substantially un-. 
sized paper ?lled with alkaline ?ller, particu 
larly when old‘ paper vstock is one of the 
?brous constituents, soft lumps form in the 
furnish and cause breaks on the paper ma 
chine. I- have found that this formation of 

' lumps is. traceable 'to the presence‘in the 
furnish of casein from “coated broke”, and 
that the trouble ‘from soft lumps may be 
substantially eliminated in the manufacture 
of paper ?lled with alkaline ?ller by sub 
stantially excluding casein from the furnish. 
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or desirable. . ' 

I havenow discovered a method whereby 
the manufacture~ of paper‘ ?lled with alka-. 
line ?ller may be carried on substantially free 
from-soft lumps, or at least with only a com 

7 nierci ally unimportant number of soft lumps, 
even in_ the' presence of casein in the fur~ 
nish. Such ‘casein ?nds its way into the fur 

" "nishrfrom the coated “broke” (this .term in 
59 cluding the coated paper present in clippings, 

45 

' directly to the furnish. I 

material, casein, and alkaline ?ller. 

However this exclusion is not always feasible . 

trimmings, or the like) in the furnish, or _ 
from the. old paper stock made" from old , 
papers possessing some casein bearing con 
stituents, or from circulating mill waters - 
which in turn originally derive their casein 55 
from such sources, or even from casein added ~ 

The method I employ is similar to that 
which I disclose in my copending applica~ 
tions Serial vNos. 304,171], and 304,174, both 
?led September 5, 1928, for the elimination 
of foam in paper manufacture. -My method 
in its preferred embodiment consists in the 
addition of alum preferably continuously 
and preferably in solution at the wet end of 
the paper machine to‘a mix including ?brous 

There 
may also be present the mix size, for ex- ' 
ample rosin size, in an amount of itself in 
sufficient to impart a substantial degree of 
sizing to the paper if a substantially un'sized ' 
paper is to be manufactured, or in a greater ‘ 
amount if a sized paper is to be manufac-v 
tured, and this size may or‘ ma not have been 75 
previously precipitated in the eater by a size § ' 
precipitant, such as alum._ In the case where. 
alum is originally added to the ‘size in the 
relatively concentrated mix the action of- the \' 
alum at the wet-end of the paper machine on 
the size-alum precipitate'originally formed- ‘ 
is a restorative one. "When the size is used ' 
without-preliminary precipitation-suck by Y 
alum, the- addition of alum vat the wet en 
of the paper machine acts as a precipitant. ~ 
An illustrative furnish which may be satis 

factorily used in carrying out my inventlon 
1s: ' ' 

65 

. ~Mate’i‘ials added in beater 
_ _ i ' ‘ ». _ . Pounds 

Fibrous furnish, e. g. sulphite pulp andl- ‘ 
soda pulp, equal parts (‘air dryn '_ 
weight) -' ' T1400 

Casein containing ingredient (air dry 
weight) e. g. coated “_broke”_,__'__.... 

Alkaline-?ller (bone dry weight), e. g. 
calcium carbonate magnesium hy 
droxide _ ' ~' _ ' -' 

es 

300, > 

. 300/109 



15 

25 

30 

2 
Material added proportionately and cow 

tinuously ‘on dilution 
, . _ Pounds 

Alum ________ __' ____________________ __ 40 

Another furnish which may be used is: _ 

Materials added in beater 
' 1 - Pounds 

Fibrous furnish, e. g. sulphite pulp, 
soda pulp and old paper stock, equal 

7 parts (air dry weight) ___________ __ 1400 
Casein containing ingredient (air dry 

. weight) e. g. coated “broke” ______ __ 

Rosin size -1. __________________ ______ 

Alkaline ?ller (bone dry weight) ,e. g. 
calcium carbonate magnesium hy- ' 
droxide _____ __'_ ________________ __ 

300 
6 

300 

Material added proportionately and con 
' timtouslg/ on dilution P 

' ounds 

Alum _- ________ -1 _______ "I. _______ _____ 60 

Another furnish which may be used is: 
' Materials added in beater 

Pounds 
O‘ Fibrous furnish, e. 'g. sulphite pulp, 

~soda pulp and old pa r stock, equal 
parts (air dry weightliin; ______ __ 
asein containing ingredient (air dry 
weight) e. g.‘ coated “broke”; _____ __ 

Rosin size _____ _; __________ __- _____ __ 

Alum __________________________ __-__ 

moo 
300 
60 

100 
‘_Alkaline ?ller (bone dry weight),_e. g._ I. 
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I complete destruction. I thus add the alum, 
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60 
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_calcium carbonate magnesium hy-. 
droxide ,' _______________________ __ 300 

Material added proportionately‘ and cone 
timtously on dilution _P d . 

’ Olin S 

Alum ____________________________ __ 90 

It is necessary as stated above to add the 
alum at or subsequentito the point of dilu 
tion of the stock, as I have found whenthe 

‘ alum is added tothe stock in concentrated’ 
form, and particularly when the concentrated 
stock is subjected to agitation as is normal P 
in stuff chests, that the effect of the alum is 
speedily deteriorated, even to the point of 

at a point where there is a minimum of inti 
macy and time of contact'of the constituents 
of the mix, i. e., at the wet end of the paper 
machine. I have found that agitation even 
in the dilute state gradually deteriorates-the 
effect of the alum, but as a practical proposi 
tion the time that the alum is in contact with 
the stock in the dilute state prior to its de 
livery to a web-forming device is insufficient 
to permit a substantial deterioration of its 
bene?cial action. > ‘ - f 

The furnishes given above are to be con 
sidered as illustrative only and not limiting, 
as I have found that I may carry on my-in 
vention with a wide variety of materials used 
in widely varying quantities and still obtain 

' satisfactory results. 
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The papers made by my process may be 
?nished as usual as by machine calcndering 
or supercalendering if desired, and if-sized, 
may be used for'conversion, e. g. forcoating. 
My method is particularly valuable as 1t 

permits the operation of a mill. manufactur 
ing both coated paper and alkaline*?lle<l 
paper without the’segregation of the coated 
“broke” into furnishes which do not contain 
alkaline ?ller. It also does away substan 
tially with’ the difficulties and necessity of 
.isolating casein bearing _ ingredients, from, 
alkaline ?ller furnishes. 

It also provides a _ 
“broke” from paper which has been coated 

means. whereby the . 

70' 

80 
with alkaline ?ller. as a coating material and , 
casein as adhesive maybe directly used in 
furnishes containing either alkaline ?ller, or 
other ?ller such as clay, without causing dif 
?culty onthe paper machine. 
As will be apparent to one skilled in the 

’ art this is of very considerable importance 
and results in very material economy and 
simpli?cation of operation particularly in 
mills in which alkaline ?ller is used either 
‘as a coating constituent or as a filler or both. 

In the place of alum I- may use with a meas 
ure of success certain acidic materials such 
as sulphuric acid (H2SO4) , or acid salts such 
as sodium bisulphate (NaHSO4), or metal 
licsalts such as ‘zinc sulphate, or other salts 
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of aluminum such as the chloride or the like. I 
Because of economy, however, I prefer to 
use ordinary alum. " 

In'place of rosin size I may use other sizes, 
such as soaps, for example, the oleates, or any 
other material derived bytreatment with an 
alkaline substance or the like from material - 
originally of'acid characteristics 'or from ma- ' 
terial which likewise is of a partly'or com 
pletely saponi?able nature such for example 
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as saponi?ed beeswax. I may also use other > 
sizing materials such as paraffin emulsions, 
for example as set forth in my copendmg ap~ 

lications Serial Nos. 304,170, 304,173, 304,176 
and 304,17 7, all‘ ?led September 5, 1928. 
Where I use the term “alkaline ?ller”, I 

mean - substantially water insoluble ‘?ller 
which when agitated-in contact with freshly 
boiled distilled water. say for an hour, will 
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impart a pH value to such water greater than - 
7.0, that is, which will be on the alkaline 
side of the neutral point. Among the ?llers 
included in this group may be mentioned 
calcium carbonate, of which lime mud from 
the causticizing process is one form; calcium 
carbonate magnesium basic carbonate em 
ployed in the paper disclosed in my U. S. 
Patent No. 1,595,416, issued August 10, 1926; 
calcium carbon ate magnesium hydroxide dis 
closed in my U. S. Patent No. 1,415,891, is 
sued May 9, 1922; and other substantially 
water insoluble normal or basic carbonates of 
alkaline earth metals (which expression is 
herein intended to include magnesium), or 
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25 
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, compounds, doublesalts, or physically asso 

,10 

25 

ciated mixtures of these with one or more 
other acid soluble ‘materials ofa substantially 
water insoluble nature. 
By the term “alkaline ?ller” I also. intend 

.to include ?brousmate'rial and/or other ma" 
terial such as paper coatingconstitnents or 
the like containingpne or more compounds 
ofthe character referred to, such as, “old 
papers” or similar piipers, “broke”, or the 
like. - ‘ ~ 

When I use the word “paper” herein, I use 
.it in the broad sense to. include products of 
manufacture of all types and of all Weights 
and thicknesses, which contain ,as-an essential 
constituent a considerable amount of pre_ 
pared’ ?bre and which are capable of being 

, produced on- a Fourdrinier, cylinder, or other 
forming, felting, shaping or molding‘ ma 
chine. . . D I . 

' By the term “wet end of the paper'ma~ 
chine” I intend to include those instrumen 

.talities employed in“ paper manufacture by 
which ‘and/or in which a relatively concen 
trated-paper mix is diluted, and treated, c0n-_ 
veyed or fed up to the point of web-forma 
tion such as the mixingbox, regulating and 
proportioning .devices, ri?iers,~ trouglLis, 

‘ screens, head boxes, inlets, and the like, in 
so, 
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eluding also instrumentalities ‘used in the 
white water cycle.‘ _ " I ' 

Where I use’ the expression,“softlumps’7 
I mean lumps which have their ori in sub’ 
sequent to the screening of the stoc i, being 
formed in the head box, inlet or the like. 
These lumps are entirelyédiiferent, and eas 
ily distinguishable by practical papermak 
ers, from slime, i. e. mass'es‘of stock usually 

, fermented or decomposed which settle or 
40 
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form on chest and pipe surfaces, and when 
dislodged work through the screens and on 
to the wire. Of course, slime also forms in 
the head-box and ,inlets‘after the machine 
has run for a relatively long period of time 
without wash-up, but the soft lumps I 'de-' 
scribe are entirely distinct therefrom and 
form, and start to give‘ trouble, even within 
“as short a time as several hours after the 

cleaned, \ - .- ' 

Where I use the word “.casein’? herein, 1 
use it in the generic sense to include casein 
and /or compounds or derivatives thereof. 

. While I have described in detail the pre 
ferred embodiment of my inventon,.it is to 
be understood that the details of procedure, 
the proportions'of ingredients, and the ar 
rangement of steps may be widely varied 
without departing from the spirit of my in 
vention or the scope of the s'ubjoined. claims. 
I claim: ~ . v ' 

1.‘ The method of manufacturing 'paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller ‘and containing 
casein in its furnish, comprising adding to a 
?brous mix comprising ?brous material, 

head-box and inlet have been thoroughly‘ ?b 

3 

casein bearing constituent, vand alkaline ?ll-_ 
er, alum under conditions favoring the mim- , 
mizing of time of contact of the constituents f‘ _ 
of the mix, and thereafter making paper ' 
therefrom. . V - 

2, The method. of. manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline. ?ller and containing" 
casein in its furnish, comprising adding to-a 
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?brous’ mix comprising ?brous material, .> ' 
casein bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ll 
er, alum under conditions favoring the mini 75 

mizing‘of intimacy and timeof contact of' I 
the constituents of the mix, and thereafter 
making paper therefrom. - " ' ' 

I 3. The method of manufacturing paper 
"?lled with alkaline ‘?ller ~and contaimng 
- casein in its furnish, comprising adding to‘ a 
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?brous mix comprising ?brous material, _ 
casein bearingtconstit'uent, and alkaline ?ll 
er, alum at the wet end of.the paper machine, ‘ 
and thereafter making paper therefrom. ' 

4. The method of manufacturing paper ~l ' 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing 
casein in its furnish, comprising adding to a ‘ 
?brous. mixv comprising ?brous .material, 
casein bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ll 
er, a salt of aluminum at the wet end of the 
paper machine,gand thereafter making paper ' 
therefrom. J 

5. The method of manufacturing. paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing 
casein in its furnish, comprising adding to a 
?brous mix comprising ' fibrous. “material, 
casein bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ll 
er, a metallic salt at the wet end of the paper 

, machine, and thereafter making paper there 
from. - . 

' 6. The method of manufacturing paper 
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?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing , 
casein in its furnish, comprising adding to a 
?brous mix- comprislng ?brous- material, 

' casein bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ll 
er, acidic material at the wet end of the paper. 

105 ' 

machine,v and thereafter making paper there- _ 
from. ._ . 

7. The method of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing 

110 

casein in its furnish, comprising adding to a‘ ' 

eluding old paper stock, casein bearing con 
stituent, and'alkaline ?ller, alum at the wet ‘ 
.end of the paper machine, and, thereafter 
making paper therefrom. > 

8, The method of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline'?ller and containing case 
in_-in its ‘furnish, comprising adding ‘to a 
?brous mix comprising ?brous material in 
cluding sulphite pulp and soda pulp and old 
paper stock,icasein bearing constituent, and 
alkaline ?ller, alum ‘at the wet end of the 
paper machine, and thereafter making paper 
therefrom. - ' . 

9. The method of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller andlcontaining case 

rous' mix comprising, ?brous material in- ' 
‘115 
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in in its furnish, comprising adding to a " 



' ?brous mix comprising ?brous material, case 
" in bearing constituent comprising coated 

broke, and alkaline ?ller, alum at the wet end 
' ‘of the paper machine, and thereafter making 
5 paper therefrom. '1 - A 

_ v I 10. The method of' manufacturing paper 
' filled with alkaline ?ller and containing case 
inits furnish, comprising adding to a ?brous 
mix comprising ?brous material including 

10 old paper stock, casein bearing constituent 
comprising coated broke, and alkaline ?ller, 
alum at the wet end of the paper machine, 
and thereafter making paper therefrom. 

11. The method of manufacturing paper 
15 ?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing case 

in in its furnish, comprising adding ‘to a 
?brous mix comprising ?brous material, case 
in bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ller com 
prising alkaline earth metal compound, alum 

- m at the wet end of the paper machine, and 
thereafter making pa er therefrom. _ 

12. The method 0 manufacturing paper 
' -_ ?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing case 

in in its furnish, comprising adding to a. 
25 ?brous mix comprising ?brous material, case— 

in bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ller com-v 
prising calcium carbonate, alum‘at- the wet 
end‘ of_the paper ‘machine, and thereafter 
making paper therefrom. ' ' i 

13. The method of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing case 
in in its. furnish, comprising adding to a 

. ?brous mix comprising ?brous material, case 
-in bearing constituent, and alkaline ?ller 
comprising calcium carbonate and magnesium 
compound, alum at the wet end of ‘the paper 
Enachine, and thereafter making paper there 
rom. ~ - 

14. The method of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and‘ containing case 
win in its furnish, comprising adding to a 
.?brous mix comprising ?brous material, case-I 

', in bearing constituent, and ‘alkaline ?ller 
comprising calcium carbonate magnesium 
hydroxide, alum at the wet end of the paper 
machine, and thereafter making paper there 
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from.’ . - ' . , 

15. Themethojd- of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing case 

50 
?brous mix comprising brous material, case 
in bearing ~constituent, size, and alkaline 
?ller, alum at the wet end of the paper ma 
chine, and' thereafter making paper there 
from. p . _ I. 

16. The method of manufacturing paper 
?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing 
casein in its furnish, comprising addingto a ' 
?brous mix comprising ?brous material, 
casein bearing constituent, the reaction prod 
uct of size and alum affected by alkaline ?ller, 
an alkaline ?ller, alum ,at the wet end of the 
papermachine, and thereafter making paper 
therefronn ' ° ‘ ‘ 

a 17-. The method ‘of manufacturing paper 

Ci) 

in in its furnish,'com rising adding to a, 
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?lled with alkaline ?ller and containing 
casein in its furnish, comprising adding to a 
‘?brous mix , comprising ?brous material, 
casein bearing constituent, size in an amount 
insu?icient to produce a substantial degree of 
sizing in the paper, and'alkaline ?ller, alum 

70 

at the wet end of the‘ paper machine, and ‘ 
thereafter making paper therefrom. 

18. That step in a method of manufactur 
ing pap'er ?lled with alkaline ?ller and con 
taining casein in its furnish, comprising add- I 
ing alum to the paper mix at the wet end of 
the paper machine. 

' 19.‘ A papermaking mix ready for delivery ' 
to a'web-forming device, and capable’ of run 
ning on the paper machine substantially 
‘without di?iculty from soft lumps, compris 
ing ?brous material, casein bearing constitu 
ent, alkaline ?ller, and alum substantially 
undeteriorated by said alkaline ?ller. , 

20. A, papermaking mix ready for delivery 
to a web-forming device, and capable of run- 4 
ning on the paper machine substantially with 
out di?iculty. from soft lumps, comprising 
?brous material including old paper stock and‘ 
coated broke, alkaline?ller, and alum sub 
stantially undeteriorated by- said alkaline 
?ller. ' ' ~ ' . 
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21. A paper substantially free from soft’ 
lumps,‘ comprising ingredients comprising 95 

?brous material, casein bearing constituent, ' 
alkaline ?ller, and aluminum compound. 
‘22. A paper substantially free from soft 

lumps, comprising papermaking ingredients 
comprising ?brous material including old 
paper stock and coated broke, alkaline-‘?ller, 
and an aluminum compound. _ . ' 

23. A paper substantially free from soft 

?brous material, casein'bearing constituent, 
alkaline ?ller, sizing, and aluminum com 
pound.- ' ‘ 

24. A paper substantially free from soft" 
lumps,‘ comprising ingredients comprising 
?brous material, casemzbearing constituent, 
alkallne ?ller, slzing 1n an amount msu?i 
cient to impart a substantial degree of siz-> 
ing to the paper, and aluminum compound. 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

HAROLD ROBERT RAFTON. 
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